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Fact

In the process of learning a computer language. beginning programmers may

develop mental models for the languaFe. A mental model refers to the user's

conception of the "invisible" inform-:tion processing that occurs inside the

computer between input and output. In this study, thirty undergraduates

leirnej BASIC through a self-paced, mastery manual and simultaneously had

Banc.: -on access to an Apple II computer. After instruction, the students

were tested on their mental models for the execution of each of nine BASIC

statements. The results show that beginning programmers--although able cc,

perform adeuately on mastery tests in program generation--possessed a %aide

range of misconceptions concerning the statements they had learned. For

elple, the majority of the beginning programmers had either incorrect

conceptions for or no conceptions of statements such as INPUT A, READ A, and

PR1nT C. This paper presents a catalogue of beginning programmers'

conceptions of "what goes en inside the computer" for each of nine BASIC

statements.
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el BASIC Pr(T,r;iLlmill !;tter]e1lt,1

Th: pper provides nev intorvition concelnling how Ber,Innini, pro'bracmert;

lecirn BA IC. Suppose that you were going to teach a beginning programer how

to use a programming language .;uch as BASIC. The typical instructional

sequence involves an orderly presentation of the elementary statements. For

.1ch statement, the tolloaing information is generally presented:

definition, grammar, format sp2cifications, example programs, and printouts.

The c:Ipparent goal of most instructional sequences is to teach the user to

perform. The typical instructional sequence occasionally includes partial

descriptions of int,,rnal processes or states in the computer- -such as memory

locations, input stacks, etc.but such descri7 ticns are relatively rare and

unsyste7:r1ric. Thus, relatively little attention s to be paid to the

istrnctional goal of teaching the user to understand.

}.;gat is Learned

The main focus of this paper concerns "what is learned" when a beginning

programmer is taught a computer programming language such as BASIC, following

a typical instruction sequence.

The outcore of learningwhat is learned--can be viewed in two distinct

Learning 1:ASIC involves acquisition of new information. This idea

asserts that learning a computer programming language is like learning any

subject matter; the learner must acquire specific facts, skills, and rules.

For example, the learner acquires new information such as format rules for

when to use quotes in a PRINT statement or how to produce a conditional loop
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IF staterent. Acquiffition of fTecific inforriftion is generally the

e] ffIc t ohjectivt: of instruction.

.e:frril; BASIC involve aTlisitiun of a rental model. This idea

that, during the course of learnirg, r user develops a conception of

tile invisible actions and states that occur is the computer between input and

output. For example, the learner acquires new mental models such as the idea

of me:Iory spaces for holding numbers as in a counter set LET statement.

Acquisition of mental models is generally not an exp'icit objective of

instruction.

If we conceive of the learner as an active, thinking individual, then

the acquisition of new information and the acquisition of a mental model can

looked upon as complementary processes that occur in the course of

learning. Most instructional effort is directed towar(is the acquisition of

new Information. However, understanding of how mental models are acquired in

the process of learning the new information might be useful for the

in5trucror as well as the designer. One hypothesis is that basic training in

the essential information coupled with the opportunity to practice at a

computer terminal will naturally lead to the acquisition of "useful" mental

models -- models that can enhance understanding of the computer language. The

present study aims to explore this hypothesis.

Mental Models for BASIC

The present study explores the idea that learring of BASIC involves more

than the acquisition of specific facts, rules, and skills. Beginning

progratmers also develop mental models for the language in the process of

learning the essentials of BASIC. Users' models, however, may not be

accurate or useful ones. That is, users develop individual conceptions of
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"k.:Lat nfl l(' t t I .(l1 liflJflrlflc tact!;.

V:I (-1(W) l'c a fr,,:oi 1-. for (t the internal

loriTat ion-. that occur I ni n I C7i t t. Hment. In p;trticular,

anv 1iAt:TC statement (all be conoeptnali:.e,i an a list of trart.saction:;. A

-.rail!.action is a simple statement assettiny, some action performed on some

oject at some location in the computer. For example, the following set of

trc.nsactions describes what happens Inch (10 the computer when the statement

10 FFT A 0 is executed:

(1) Find the -.7mber in memory space A (ACTION: Find; OBJECT: Number;

LOCATION: y)

(2) Erlse the number in memory space A (A(.MION: Frase; OBJECT:

Number; LoCATIoN: Memory).

(3) Find the number indicated on the right of the equal sign (ACTION:

Find; OF-11CT: Number; LOCATTO: Statemont).

(A ri to thi number in memory space A. (ACTION: Write; OBJECT:

Number; L(CATION: Memory).

Find the next statement in the program (ACTION: Find; OBJECT:

qtatement; LOCATION: Program).

Experts and novices are likely to differ with respect to their mental

model for a programming language. Fot example, an expert programmer may

have developed an accurate conception for a counter set LET, such as the one

given above. That is, the expert knows that the value in memory space A is

replaced by 0. However, the novice may lack a coherent mental model or may

possess incorrect ones for BASIC statements.

In a recent study, Mayer & Bayman (1981) asked novice and expert

rr.lcultor users to predict the answer that would be displayed for a series

of problems such as 2+3+ or 2+++=. Subjects' responses were matched to
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expressic.ns for enci 1) ton pref. Pesulti, indicate, that

:,ubjeets differed greatly in their conceptions of "what gOO OP inHdc the

:'alculntor" for each 1-ev press, with e: :ports possessing lOre sophiicated

conceptions than novices. Thus, although all subjects were able to use

calculators to solve basic math problems--i.e. all users had acquired

basic information for F7!rformance--they differed greatly in how sophisticated

a mental model they possessed. This work with calculators suggests that

learning of the basic information about how to use a language does not

guarantee that a user has also ac.c.iired a ussful mental model for the

language.

Moran (1981) suggests that the user develops a "conceptual mod,1-1" of

system as he or she learns and uses it. He defines the user's conceptual

model as the knowledge that organizes how the system works and how it can be

used to accomplish tasks. How much training one needs to acquire a

conceptual model has not been explored yet. Studying novices' understanding

of the prograzming statements constitutes the first step in addressing this

is7;ne. in this paper, we dpsrril,e novice programmers' conceptions of

elementary BASIC statements, using a transaction analysis. There is yet no

empirical evidence on novices' mental models of the statements of BASIC, at

this level of detail.

Method

The goal of this study is to assess the nature of novice programmers'

n2ntal models for BASIC statements, following preliminary instruction in

IlkSIC. In particular, this study assesses the transactions that each subject

attributes to each of nine BASIC statements, following instruction in how to

use these statements. Some transactions are essential for understanding a

statement. We will determine the number of subjects who show evidence of
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/-cd thc.e LI o; statem,,:nt. (;omc

tralisaLiola, arc dncorrecf, as t1Hpf.ii,; ti, t P involve

out it 1107.1,er. 1,h2 will deteirAnc i (!cilCC of

trams.action!.; for each ar. The final product of

will he A frequency table lel ach staterNI,t, showing the number of subjects

po_3ses.ing each major traimaction.

:11')ject_s

The subjectL7 were 30 undergraduates at the University of California,

anta harbara who had no prior knowledge about computer programming.

Pcrticipat;;11 in the study was partial fulfillment of the requiremes for

the Introductory psychology course that they were tal:ing.

''.faterials and Apparatus

Ouestionnaire. The questionnaire was an W-;x11 sheet of paper consisting

o: Lyc,ed questions regarding: (1) the subject's mathematics background; such

Foom2tiv, algebra, and calculus courses the individual had taken in high

school and in college, (2) the subject's demographic characteristics; such as

academic major, age, sex, CPA and SAT-Verbal and SAT-Math scores, and (3) the

subject's computer programming background, such as whether the individual

Lne',- how to program a calculator and whether the individual had ever typed at

a computer terminal.

IBM Cc:,puter Programmer Aptitude Test. This pretest consisted of five

1l inch sheets of paper based on a shortened version of the thee-'part IBM

Computer Programmer Aptitude Sample Test (Luftig, 1980). Part I (PAT-1)

consisted of 25 number series problems, with a 5-minute time limit. Part II

(PAI-2) consisted of 18 picture analogies, with an 8-minute time limit. Part

III (PAT-3) consisted of 12 arithmetic story problems, with an 8-minute time

limit.
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(Scrim, This ply test

11 I,r I, I ems. with :111 :111 t f limit

II vele (,r (d ttom

11t. t. 11. tI , t tcYt cd1 1 (,1 C in Si r (:!:1 rc,1

1"'I d) ti nt I: u::(..(1 In t,..:ching, in the :Microcomputer I Woratory

of the Iativers: y et Calilornia, :auta "l he required that the

.,, I A hands-en a cuss, App 1 e I CC:Tilt t did include

tevy tests at tht end of each lesson but did not provide any con:eptual

mot!eld to e:-Lpl:iin the statements.

Thi eleven rage typewritten lesson covered statement

e)(ecutien in the immediate mode. The statements taught were the PIIINT, ELT,

and statements. There were exercises for doing simple arithmetic

Tor haying character strirt,f,s printed on the d splay screen, and

fct Assi,iug values to numerical and character string variables. The use of

cicns and ceml -4 for spacin4 on the screen, the use of the colon for

:trtemelq stackirv; ami the of the command NEW were taught in conjunction

with the statements. The lesson ended with a 10- minute self test that

covered the essential information taught in the booklet.

Lesson II. This fourteen page, typed lesson covered program

preparation, adding or deleting statements in a program, obtaining the list

of statements on the display screen, and how to run a program. Also the

lesson covered the use of the GOTO statements, the IF statement, the

numerical and character INPUT statements, and the READ and DATA

statements. Several sample programs were included, and there was a 1G- minute

self test at tne end of the lesson.

Posttests. Ti.: study involved two posttests--verbal test and visual

test - -with the sane nine statements tested in each.
2

aJ
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The iEe(4.iate cAode statements :.:ere presented one on a sheet, with a carriage

return (incicated by <CR') after ea(M; the line numbered statements wcre

pr:_,:,ted within a simple program. For both, subjects were instructed t,-)

v-ite, in plain EngliEh, the steps that the computer would carry out for each

st:itement. They were instructed to write each step on a separate line of the

test sheet. Subjects were instructed to work on the statements in the given

order and were not allowed to skip ahead or go back to the previous page.

Visual Test. This test involved the same nine statements as in the

verbal test. presented in the same order and format. In addition, this test

began with a three page typed introduction, which presented a visual diagram

of the computer. The diagram was based on earlier experiments (Mayer, 1981)

and consisted of four parts--the display screen with keyboard, the memory,

the input system, and the control system. For each of the nine statements,

subjects were asked to indicate the state of each of the four components of

the computer after a particular statement was executed. For each statement
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The study consisted of six s '.ions. In the first session, suhjects in

of up to six filled out the questionnaire, received a brief

description of the study, signed up for tines for the next five sessions, and

tool tl, ries of the four pretests. Tests were administered in the orc.r,

i'AT-2, PAT-3 and !-tinnesota Paper Form Board lest, with time 11,:titt of

S, and S mirti;Les, respectively. In the following three sessions c-:;u:

J u o ; o t worked on the two lessons a t h i s or her own pace. Subjects wc led

at the !:icrocomputer ahoratory,
1

using Apple Ti computrs in

icsa with the text. Following each lesson, snhjects pc:-FormInce en

t-Lst was checked, they were asked to work on the questions they

l i until they } asked the test. In the final two sessions subjects took

thy- pott,?Qts at their own pace, in groups of no more than five peorle at one

t_ e. The verbal test was always given before the visual test.

Results

Scoring

Each subject's protocol for each of the nine statements on the verbal

test was scored by two judges. Each protocol was broken down into a list of

transactions. A transaction expresses some action performed on some object

at some location in the computer (see Mayer, 1979). For example, one

subject's protocol for LET A = B + 1 was:

1. Prints what is typed on screen
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'et ti,

t he e n i i i t li !r.4t

stIl!!:ricr 1, roE1,=,!.

trans1.-,:ct: Into the

Pb -L.,T A-B+ I on the screen.

Fin.:0 the statement that entered.

ct io::

SOLVE the equation that was jt entered.

PRINT the solution on the screen.

Di! cgreeLlents between judges were rare and ware sot t lad by consensus.

Each suliject's diagram for each of the nine statements in the visual

test was sc,,,red by one judge. The judge noted the specific contents of each

of the four memory spaces, the specific contents of the display screen, the

ronte of the input sy:;tem, and the direction of the arrow in the co at

\ste- (te that executive control of order ol line execution could not he

deter:. cd in this test--so key aspects of IF and GOT() statements could npt

scored.) Each subject's diagram was converted into a of transactions

b compar!.ng the initial state of each component and the state of each

component following statement execution as produced by the subject. For

example, sul7ject fills in the components of the computer diagram for LET

A = B 1 an shown in Appendix F. As can he seen, the four memory spaces

contain A = B + 1, 0, 21, 15, respectively (as compared to the initial

contents of 0, 21, 15, 66, respectively), the display screen is intact

showing READY followed by the cursor and the command LET A=B+1, the input

system contains 5, 99, 6, and 7 in each case and the control arrow points to

WAIT (as compared to RUN in the initial diagram). The transactions indicated

by this subject are:

For the memory spaces --- Write A = B + 1 in memory space A.
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M,ve the numbers in each space to

the next memory space.

1c7 c0: t 1,,l tctitct Wait lor the next statement to be entered

from the keyboard.

For each of the nine statements a list of correct transactions was

,c,enc!rated, baed on an earlier analysis of Mayer (1979). The correct

transactions represent the events which are essential for describing the

execution of the statement. For example, the correct transactions for

EFT A - B + 1 are as follows:

1. Find the number in memory space A.

Erase that number.

1. Find the number in memory space B.

4. Add one to that number.

Write the obtained value in memory space A.

Find t:- next statemeat thot is entered at the keyboard.

tranaction(s) for each statement were determined by two judges,

based the most characteristic event(s) in the statement. For example, the

,_rclnFaction for LET A =, B + 1 is, "Write the obtained value in memory

sp,ace A."

For each statement, a list of alternative transactions was also

geaerated, based on the subjects' answers. Some of the transactions were

unnecessary, such as printing the statement on the screen. Some of the

transactions were incomplete, such as writing B + 1 in memory space A.

Incomplete versions of key transactions, such as the previous example, were

also identified. Some of the transactions were incorrect, such as writing

A = B + 1 in memory or printing the value of A on the screen. The incorrect

transactions represent students' misconceptions of the events involved for a

statement.

16
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i'reciLei". of !.171conceptions

For each of the nine statements, frequenc table was generated by

tallying each swbject's answer on the verbal test and on the visul test

against the list of all possible correct, unnecessary, incomplete and

incorrect transactions. Tables l through 9 presents summaries of the data

for each of the nine statements, respectively. Hence, each table lists only

the major transactions for a given statement,
4
and shows the proportion of

subjects who produced each transaction on the verbal test and on the visual

rest. Proportions are reported separately for the verbal and visual tests.

Th, missing proportions for a transaction on either test indicates that the

trLnsaction could not be detected from that test. For example, transfer of

control from one line to another cannot be detected from the viJual test.

The transactions in the tables are stated in plain English. Key transactions

are indicated by double asterisks(**).

Tables i through 9 about here

Note that on the verbal test subjects are asked to write the steps that

the computer goes through in executing the programming statement. In

contrast, on the visual test subjects are asked to fill in the four-component

computer diagram indicating the changes that occur due to the execution of

the statement. The following expository discussion of results is based on

the subjects' answers in both of the tests but focuses on the data from the

verbal test. This is done because the verbal test allows a more detailed

description of subjects' answers than the visual test, the verbal test was

administered before the visual test, and the visual test did not provide

information on transfer of control.

1
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LLT Lajor picouceptions for this sta:_uent can i)c- rouped

into thioe categories: (1) That the computer writes As=h+1 in remory or in

tlerory space A. Forty-seven percent of tb ubject:-: tFowght that tl,r,

comuuter stored the equation instead of the value obtained fron F4.1.

(2) That the computer prints the equation or A or the value of A on the

screen. Twenty-three percent of the subjects answered this way. (3) That

the computer solves the equation A=B+1. Thirteen percent of the subjects

believed that this is the case.

Only 30% of the subjects' answers included the key transaction that the

computer would store the value from B+1 for the variable A.

Table 1 gives the specific proportions produced by subjects' answers of

the major incorrect and incomplete transactions as well as of the set of

correct transactions.

(2) LET D=0. The major misconceptions for this statement can be grouped

:Ito three categories: (1) That the computer writes the equation in memory.

Ierty-F;even percent of the subjects opted for this idea. (2) That the

ccr'uter solves the equation. Seven percent of the subjects answered this

w:Iy. (3) That the computer prints the equation on the screen. Seven

percent of the subjects thought this night happen.

The key transaction that the computer writes the value zero in its

memory for the variable D is given by 47 percent of the subjects.

For more detailed descript....D1 of the subjects' answers refer to Table 2

which includes proportions produced for an incompleLe transaction and for the

set of correct transactions besides proportions for the major incorrect

transactions described above.

(3) PRTNT C. The major misconceptions for this statement can also be

grouped into three categories: (1) That the computer prints the letter C on
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t r hi-et' ect:; inco:-rectly attered this

t the Loupiiter it)rts e:ther el or or nothing on the screen.

,cven per, one e! :t :! ';e. ' LIrticillar conception. (3) That the

C in its 1:
Seen percent of the subjects held this

idea.

The key transaction that the computer would print the value of the

variable C on the screen was given by 40 percent of the subject population.

See Table 3 for more detailed classification of the subjects' answers

for this statement.

(4) PRINT "C". Three major misconceptions for this statement are:

(1) That the computer prints the value of the variable C on the screen.

Seven percent of the subjects answered this way. (2) That the computer

writes C in its memory. Again 7 percent of the subjects thought this was the

caE,:e. (3) That the computer finds the number in memory space C. Only one

:rfiswere:1 this way.

Lty-three percent of the subject population stated the key

sc,-.ction that the computer would print C on the screen.

See Table I, for more detailed information on the subjects' answers for

this statement.

(5) INPUT A. The major misconceptions for this statement are: (1) That

the computer writes A in a data list or memory. Thirty percent of the

subjects' answers fell in this category. (2) That the data or A will be

-)rinted cn the screen. Only one subject held this conception.

There are three key transactions for the INPUT statement: (1) That the

computer prints a question mark on the screen. Seven percent of the subject

i.imlation stated this transaction. (2) That the computer waits for the

value of A and <CR> to be entered from the keyboard. Twenty-three percent of
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the :11hjects :-.11:,wer:; implied this conception. (3) That the competer store!:;

tho enteed value in memory :::pace A. Only one :subject held this conception.

See Table 5 for the proportions produced h, ubjects' answers for the

malor transaction.; for this statement.

(6) If A<B GOTO 99. The major misconceptions can be grouped into four

categories: (1) That the computer prints number or line 99 or an error on

the screen. Twenty percent of the subject population believed this was the

case. (2) That the computer finds number 99 i" is less than B. Thirteen

percent of the subjects answered this way. (3) That the computer writes A or

B or A is less than B in memory. Ten percent of the subjects' answers fell

in this category. (4) That the computer moves to line 99 without any test el

whether the condition A<B is true. Ten percent of the subjects thought that

this vas the case.

There are two key transactions for the conditional GOTO statement: (1)

That execution would move to line 99 in the program if the value of A is less

than the value of B. Sixty-three of the subjects held this conception. (2)

That execution would continue with the next statement in the program if the

value of A is not less than the value of B. Only 33 percent of the subject

population stated this conception in their protocols.

For more detailed list of the transactions and the corresponding

proportions of subjects' answers see Table 6.

(7) 20 DATA 80, 90, 99. The major misconception for the DATA statement

is that the computer prints the numbers on the screen. Thirteen percent of

the subject population answered this way.

Only 27 percent of the subjects gave the precise answer that the numbers

80, 90, 99 would be put in memory or the input queue.

See Table 7 for more detailed categorization of the subjects' answers.
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(h) C nAP A. T!! s major mif;conception:: for the PFAD :tittem,mt can be

up.d into three catew>rie:: (1) That the compute: _prints the valt, (4- A

c >r the screen. 1,11 percent of the subject believed iu this idea. $1)) That

the ColdpuLer writes A in memory. One subject stated thi:; conception. (3)

That the computer waits for a value to be entered from the keyboard. Again,

only one subject held this wrong conception.

Only 10 percent of the subject population answered that the first date

value from the DATA statement would he written in memory space A.

See Table 8 for more detailed description of the subjects' answers for

the READ statement.

(9) 60 GOTO 30. The major misconceptions are: (1) That the computer

finds 30 if A is not equal to some number. Seven percent of the subjects

answered this way. (2) That the computer .prints line 30 on the scl,en. :ly

ene subject g.:,e th_ -swer.

There are two key transactions for the simple COTO statement: (1) Ilt

the computer moves program execution to line 30 in the program. Sixty-seven

pel-cent of the subject population held this conception. (2) That the

computer continues with program execution from that line. Only 37 percent of

the subjects' answers implied that they had this :idea.

Table 9 lists these transactions and proportions corresponding to each

transaction.

Differences among statements. In order to make comparisons of subjects'

conceptions among the nine statements, each subject's verbal protocol for

each statement was categorized as correct, incomplete, empty, or incorrect.

The criteria for classifying protocols were: (1) correct--if the subject's

protocol included the key transaction(s) and no incorrect transactions, (2)

incomplete--if the subject produced one or more incomplete versions of the
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kev tr [ 1(.ion(s) am, no incorrect transactions, (3) incorrectif the

uhioct produced cue or more incorrect transations, and (4) empty -ii the

subject produced no key transactions, no incomplete version of a correct

transaction, and no incorrect transaction. Table 10 presents a summary of

the proportion of users producing each type of conception for each of the

nine TAS1C statements.

Table 10 presents the nine statements in order of difficulty based on

proportion correct conceptions. As can be seen, PRINT "C" is the best

comprehended statement--with 80% of the subjects expressing the correct

conception--while INPUT A is the worst understood statement--with only one

subject indicating a correct conception. It should also be noted that

:.nbstantial numbers of subjects hold "empty" conceptions for the READ, DATA,

NPUT, and PRINT C statements.

Table 10 about here

A corresponding summary table based on the visual test was also

prepared. Table 11 presents seven of the nine statements in order of

difficulty based on proportion correct statements for this test. Data for

the IF and COTO statements has been excluded because the visual test did not

allow for expressing transfer of control adequately. Although there seems to

be general similarity in the patterns of performance between the two tests,

::11king specific comparisons between them is not appropriate because of the

741ferences in the nature of the tests. Note that the verbal test allowed

:1-,:1-jects to exhibit incomplete and empty conceptions; in contrast, the visual

; 2s-: with its four-part computer diagram forced subjects to be specific.

1
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Table 11 about here

Pretests. An additional analysis was performed in order to determine

whether performance on the pretests was related to development of the correct

conceptions of the BASIC statements. "iirst, correlations 'mere run between

each pretest score (MPFBT, PAT-1, PAT-2, and PAT-3) and the total number of

correct conceptions for the nine BASIC statements. Table 12 shows the

correlation matrix, with significant r values marked with an asterisk(*). As

can be seen, only PAT-2--a spatial reasoning test--seems to be significantly

related to having correct conceptions for the BASIC statements (r = .43, p <

.02). Also, the two spatial reasoning tests, MPFBT and Pat-2, show a

signif-_cant correlation (r = .49, p < .01) as well as PAT-2 and PAT-3 (r =

.39. p .-. .05). in addition, a stepwise regression analysis was performed

each of the four pretest scores as the independent_ variables and the

total number of correct conceptions of statements as the dependent variable.

'1're resulting equation selected only one variable--PAT-2--and accounted for

18 percent of the variance in the dependent measure. These analyses suggest

that the PAT-2 test was the only test that was related to understanding of

the EASIC statements, although the relationship is rather mild.

Table 12 about here

Conclusions and Recommendations

In this study we attempted to evaluate the mental models acquired by

novices following several hours of learning and practice in BASIC. It is

_;mportant to note that we focused on novices' learning of mental models
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her th:In learning IT( ci i( in fo it ion r: order to c% luate 1, Et 1

, adopted dcLiiled c,,c1 of analy (Mrlyer,

1'+79). This :Inaly!-:is has allowed to identify the misceureption

n.ssing conccptieus in novices' understanding of the conceptual modLls

underlying elementary BASIC statements.

The results of the study indicate that mastery of the information in the

instructional booklet does not guarantee that. users will acquire useful

r:ental models for how the BASIC statements function. Although all of the

subjects in this study were able to adequately answer the questions on the

mastery test at the end of each lesson, only about one-third of the subjects

were able to produce correct conceptual descriptions of an average statement

ch es PRINT C or LET A=B+1 and more than one-half of the subjects genciated

tncerrect or empty conceptual descriptions.

Not surprisingly, the nature of the misconceptions are found to Differ

tre, '..-c.t_ment to statement; some statements being more diffic71t to grasp

th= others. The programming statements in order of difficulty (based on tl:e

verbal test) can be listed as: INPUT A, 30 READ A, IF A<B GOTO 99,

LET A = L + 1, 20 DATA 80, 90, 99, 60 COTO 30, PRINT C, LET D = 0, ,,:nd PRINT

"C". Ho.;ever, this part of the results should not he taken as c:nr, usive

since we not only used a selective number of programming statements but

presented tEem with a specific order in the testing sessions. One needs to

compose an exhaustive list of the programming statements of BASIC and use

different presentation orders to be able to make conclusive remarks about the

relative comprehensibility of each statement.

In this paper, we analyzed beginning programmers'as a group so that we

coull focus on the most common misconceptions. There seems to be sufficient

evidence for specific recommendations to be made for each statement included

in this study.

2
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1. recutrendatiens coacetnin;; Suh1ect. have diltirulry in

eivill;,; where the to -he-input data (es IroL c.n('. how it is !tered in

oc:-or\. Many ;:nhject:; 111 to understand the nature of execuive

outrol Le. that the computer will "woit" for input from the keyboard.

These learners need explicit traThing concerning the role of input terminal,

the wait-run control, and the memory spaces--including visual

representations, verbal descriptions of key transactions (as listed in Table

), and role playing by the learner.

2. Recommendations concerning READ-DATA statements. Subjects have

difficulty in conceiving where the to-be-read data comes frz,;11 and how it is

stored in memory. Subjects need explicit training concerning the data stack

oald the memory spaces--including visual representations, verbal descriptions

of the key transactions (as listed in Tables 7 and 8), and role playing by

the earner.

Recommendations concerning the conditional GOTO and simple GOTO.

Ilbjects' major difficulty with the GOTO is that they cannot conceive of what

will happen next after program execution moves on to the desired line. Also,

with the conditional GOTO, they seem to have difficulty in conceiving what

would happen next if the condition is false. Hence, beginners need training

at the terminal to observe execution control, explicit training with verbal

descriptions of'the key transactions (as listed in Tables 6 and 9) and role

playing to get a feel for execution control.

4. Recommendations concerning LET statements. Subjects seem to get

confused between solving an equation (i.e. treating the equal sign as an

equality) and making an assignment. Those who seem to understand the

assignment property in the statement still have difficulties in conceiving

whore to store the assigned values. Beginning learners need explicit
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i ti I V lOC,t ,wd undcr what t ioru;

in the:.e lotion:-. get reila( ed. rs,

(:.:scriptiont C Ii 1 t 1 II 0, the set of correct transactions

in 'L:ble 1 and 1'), and role playin,; hy the learner are ways to overcome

beginners diffieultie.

f). Kecommendations concerning the PRENT statements. Subjects seem to

confuse the function of PRINT C and PRINT "C". Also, subjects ha-'e

difficulty in conceiving that these statements simply display on the screen

whit is asked to he printed; they incorrectly assume that the computer keeps

a record of what is printed somewhere in its memory. Beginning programmers

need explicit comparative training for the two types of PRINT statements.

Training can be at the terminal so that learners observe the differences in

.ntput; training c,..n Include visual representations for memory spaces showing

no ch,ne after stater2nt execution, verbal descriptions of the key

tra-,F,actions (a: listed in Tables 3 and 4) , and role playing by the learner.

'ihe present study has focused on diagnosis of bugs in novices' mental

nodelc for FASIC statLments. The specific diagnosis of what users do not

2r,--.4at the level of missing or incorrect transactions--allows us to develop

irdividual instructional techniques for remediation. Thus, the next logical

in this project is to determine whether instructional techniques can he

dcvelope:2 to correct users' mental models for BASIC.
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a

-The test booklets used in this study included additional questions that

wor e analy:ed, and do not influence the present results. Appendices

incluc_!c iiilructions for the posttests as well as a sample page and a sample

raitoaci eitbe-

a
-Since scL,ring was, literal, there was no need for an additional judge.

rae unceee,sary, incenpiete and incorrect transactions are excluded

of- clarity. however, detailed versions of these tables can be

treT. the authors upon request.
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re t

h,Lotret

ricinory ory

spare A.

3 .17 Print A= +1 or A or the value of A

on the screen.

.17 Solve the equation in the statement.

incomplete Transaction

.20 Write B+1 in memory space A.

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the number in memory space A.

.03 Erase the number in memory space A.

.1;3 - - Find the number in 1..emory space B.

.03 Add 1 to the number in memory space B.

.30 .33 ** Write the obtained value in memory

space A.

.27 .60 Find (wait for) the next statement to

be entered in the keyboard.

Note. Double asterisk(**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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Tab I

k FLL'Il ()I L-5-; Prcjuccd Each TranwAction for LET ft('

Te:;t

01

Vi u..1 Te:;t

.10

.13

Incorrect Transactions

Write the equation in memory.

Solve the equation in the statement.

Print the equation on the screen.

Incomplete. Transaction

.03 Write D or 0 in memory.

.77

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the number in memory space D.

Erase the number in memory space D.

*Write 0 in memory space D.

Find the next statement to be entered

in the keyboard_

:;ote. --Double asterisk(**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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MisconceptIons of BASIC

(
tch 't raw, (" tine i or PP. I C

i1.tit

Incorrect Transactions

10 Print the letter C on the screen.

.0; Print either error or nothini-, on the

screen.

.0/ 17 Write C in memory.

Incomplete Transaction

.03 Print

1%

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the number in memory space C.

** Print the number or zero on the

screen.

Find the next statement to be

entered in the keyboard.

Note.-- Dco.ible aE-,terisk (**) indicates rite key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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Pcorortior of r:-.erz; ProduLod Tr,o1;:nction for "C"

1:erhal Visual le!,t

Incorrect Trnnsactions

.07 .17 Print the value of C on the screen

.07 .03 Write C in memory

.03 Find the number in memory space C

.07

.07

Incomplete Transaction

Do not print the value of C on the

screen.

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the letter C in quotes in the

statement.

.47 **Print C on the screen.

Find the next statement to be

entered in the keyboard.

tote. -- Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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Ploportion (4 tser Pro,luced ri,ch

Write A in memory or data list.

Print the data or A on the screen.

Te:;t

.17

.03 .20

.13 _ _

.07 .10

.07 .10

.03

.03

.03

.10

Incorrect Transaction

Incomplete Transactions

Wait for some data or number or A.

Write a number.

Set of Correct Transactions

** Print ? on the screen

** Wait for the number and the <CR> to be

entered from the keyboard.

Find the number entered in the

keyboard.

Find the number in memory space A.

Erase the number in memory space A.

** Write the number just entered in

memory space A.

Find the next statement to be entered

in the keyboard.

Note. Double asterisl,. (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.

36
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Tut

.20

.13

.10

.10

. 33

.33

.33
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t:11(.) ucluced (..1' (q.,. f 'OT 11: A. C ('

Vival Test

.13

.03

Incorrect Transactions

Print number 99, line 99, or error or the

screen.

If A is less than B, then find number 99

Write A or B or A is less than B in memory.

Find line 99 in the program

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the number in memory space A.

Find the number in memory spare B.

Test if the number in memory space A is

less than the number in memory space B.

** If the value of A is less than the value

in B, then move to line 99 in the program.

** If the value of A is not less than the

value of B, then move on to the next

statement in the plJgram.

Continue with the execution of the program

from there.

-- Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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Table

P (yortion 01 Who Produced Each Transaction for 20 DATA 80, 90, 99

Verbal Test Visual Test

Incorrect Transaction

.13 .13 Print the numbers on the screen.

Incomplete Transaction

.27 .30 Put the data in memory ,.ce A or in memory

.03

.27

.00

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the numbers in the statement

.60 **Put the numbers in memory or in the input

queue.

Find the next statement in the program.

Note. --Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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Proportion of Users Who Produutd )ach Tr.in:ction for PFA,) A

Vethal Test Visual Test

Incorrect Transactions

.10 .07 Print the value of A on the screen.

.03 .07 Write A in memory.

.03 Wait for a value to be entered from

the keyboard.

.07

.07

.00

.10

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the DATA statement in the

program.

Find the number in memory space A.

Erase the number in memory space A.

.13 **Write the first number from the DATA

statement in memory space A.

Find the next statement in the program

Note. -- Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.

33
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hle 9

Li i p fc 1 on of Pit Pr,.('.uc( L(.11 TrzInnctfun for 60 G0'i0 30

orin.1 i ( To :;t

Incorrect Transactions

.07 If A does not equal to X or 99 find 30.

.03

. ( (

.37

.10 Print line 30 on the screen.

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the line number in the statement.

**Move to line 30 in the program.

"Continue with program execution from that

line.

Note. --Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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'Lible 10

Proprtion of U:=ors with Correct, Incomplete, Incorrect, and Empty.

Conception; for the Nine l',AHC Statements from the Verbal Test

Conceptions

Statements Correct Incomplete 1i:correct Empty

INPC.T A .03 .30 .30 .37

30 READ A .10 .27 .17 .47

IF A < B COTO 99 .27 .27 .40 .07

LITT A - B + 1 .27 .10 .60 .03

20 DATA 80, 90, 99 .27 .17 .13 .43

60 COTO 30 .27 .56 .10 .07

PRINT C .33 .00 .41 .20

LET D = 0 .43 .03 .53 .00

PRINT "C" .80 .00 .13 .07
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I

Prop,tioo cI tserh witE Cerre(t, 11;(cmplete, Ilicorrect, n 1.1.,pty

tenceptionH 1 the ;,;(_vc.1! EASIC St;Ite:-ents Irom tEP Visual )t.t.

Statements

1

90, 99

Correct

Conceptions

EmptyIncomplete Incorrect

INPUT A

30 READ A

LET A = B 4

PRINT "C"

PRINT C

t El D = 0

20 DATA 80,

.00

.13

.30

.37

.50

.60

.60

.00

.07

.20

.00

.00

.07

.17

.77

.43

.43

.53

.47

.30

.17

.23

.37

.07

.10

.03

.03

.07
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Corrct

llisrtonc.:eptiomr of BASIC.

.1,11 i

I c lz;t, t,.1! t t." t (i

C-T Tt t I : I: I I T 1 I

ttl

1.00

0.0,

0.2'4

...z, ter (") indicLe p

PAT-S Total Correct

i.00

0.3 1.00

043* 1.00
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Vet .

f: A 1-ewle p,lye lA the Vetbill Test.

C: A ::ample protocol. from the Verbal Test.

Instructions for the Visual Test.

A;pendix F: A sample page of the Visual Test.

ApT,eildix F: A sample protocol from the Visual Test.



Appendix A

C t t I i 1)0,i 1"

Pr- the PLTO;-'I; I-e

PRINT 3 + 3 <cp.>

Can you l ist, in English, all or the stops that the computer mu .,t go

throult in order to carry out your command? Your job is to translate the

BASIC command into a list of steps written in plain English. List the

steH, in English sentences, as if you were telling the computer what to do,

-,rep by step. Try to break the command down so that each step involves

iust one simple action.

For example, try to list the steps for the command PRINT 3 + 3, by

fillinn in as many of the following lines as you need:

1.

3.

4.

5.

14t ite each step as an English sentence. Write the first step as a

st.ntn:e on line one; write the next step as a sentence on line two, and

as many lines as you need. If you need more lines, just add

cc to the sheet; if you need less, just ignore the extra lines.

In a moment, you will be given a booklet of problems. Each page con-

c3ins one BASIC command. Assume that you type in that command followed by

E., RETURN key. Your job is to all of the steps that the computer must

through in order to carry out the command. List the steps in plain

English, with each step giving one simple action, as if you were telling

the computer what to do. Feel free to use less or more lines than are

given for each problem. When you finish listing the steps for one command,

turn the page and go on to the next. Assume that you are starting fresh

on each command and that the computer has no memory for earlier pages in

the booklet. Once you go on to a new problem you may not go back to any

previous problem. There is no time limit. Please take as much time as you

need to do a complete and accurate job. Do you have any questions?
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t \mu typc. in thi., coHmind, foilod Hy RETURN.

LET A = B + 1 <CR>

The stew, carried out for this command arc:

1.

2.

.3-

4.

5-

6.

7

8.

if you need more lines just add the o this sheet; if you need less,

just ignore the extra lines.)

WHEN YOU FINISH THIS PROBLEM GO (Th TO I-11E NEXT PAGE.

YOU MAY NOT SKIP AHEAD OR GO BACK T. OUS PAGES.
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1,,ETURN.

t T + 1 <cR>

tep cIrried out f)r this comand are:

1 k4--s-A 61.k.

.

24 C`41)-Q

(If you need more lines just add them to this sheet; if you need less,

just ignore the extra lines.)

WHEN YOU FINISH THIS PROBLEM GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.

YOU MAY NOT SKIP AHEAD OR GO BACK TO PREVIOUS PAGES.

4 i
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1. I. d t011f c

V)...17.0410 cra cta aa a a
,lialf 9 Eli 3 R P, ,41.7%57,

The display screen may look like the above, where "READY" indicates that

the coHpot,yr is ready to accept any command or information that you might type

and th..' cursar "3" indic,tes where you are on the screen. Whatever you type

in ar,(1 who*.ever the computer replies with get displayed through this screen.

The keyboard is like a typ(.writer. It consists of keys for letters;

dinits; special characters, such as =, and so on; and special commands,

suc`, RETURN and CON1ROL.

2. 'or, .

0

5

21 15
-

66

Su,,posc that the memory of the computer consists of boxes labeled A,

C, U, and so on, with a number or some other information stored in each.

In the above diagram, box labeled A contains the number 0, box labeled E.

contain, the number 21, box C contains the number 15, and box D contains

the number 6E.

3. The input system:

5,99,6
7
FINISHED AREA

Numbers wait in line to be processed in the input system. When a number

is processed it drops down to the finished area. In the above diagram, the

numbers 5, 99, 6 are waiting to be processed, whereas the number 7 has already

been processed. The next number in line to be processed is 6.

4'



WAIT

RUN

When the computer is waitiw; for you to type in something, the arrow points

o WkIT acid wIwn the computer is busy carrying out commands, the arrow points

tc RUN. In the above diagram, the computer is "running".

No',4 that you have been introduced to four parts of the computer, you are

r( 3,1y to try a problem. Suppose that you typed in a one line command at the

toer keyboard, and then pressed the RETLY.,1 key, such as,

PRINT 3 + 3 <CR)

before the computer carries out this command (i.e., right after you press

RETIJR), the parts of the computer look like this:

RE(-74,171'

PRINT 3+3

I
B

0 2.1 IT

5.59956.

WAIT

RuN

Can y,u indicate how the parts of the computer will look like after this

cor;,--land has been carried out? Just fill in the diagram on the next page.

You should feel free to write in numbers in the memory part and the input

part, to move the direction of the arrow in the control part, and write in

numbers and /or words in the display screen. Your job Ls to describe what you

would see in each part of the computer after the command has been carried out.

Of course, some parts may not change ....en though the command has been exezuted.

Also, feel free to add any comments.

43
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ti
t LHNT (

A B 111

WAIT

RUN

RETU[;N key.

In a moment, you will he given a booklet of problems. Each page contains

one BASIC command. Assume that you type in the command followed by RETURN

each tie. Your iob is to fill in the diagram so that it corresponds to the

w-ly the parts of the computer will look liiKe after the common.] is executed.

When yu finish filling in the diagram, to n the page and go on to the next

that you are starting out fresh on each command and that the

Ljs no memory for earlier pages in the booklet. Once you r:o on to

a re. problem you may not go back to any previous problem. There is no time

Poe take as much time as you need to do a complete and accurate

i. f.k) you have any quest ions?

4q
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A t h,) yoll type in t comkind , fo I cY-..t2d by RETURN.

T A -= B + 1 <CR>

Before this command is executed (right after you press RETURN), the parts

of the computer look like this:

(READY
LETA=B-1-1

rg
2.1

Sft [PI
15 6(,,

After this command has been executed, the parts of the computer look like

J WAIT

Rut.'

WHEN YOU FINISH THIS PROBLEM GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.

YOU MAY NOT SKIP AHEAD OR GO BACK TO PREVIOUS PAGES.
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t y i ti i to RETURN.

FT A B+ 1 <C R>

Before this, command is executed (right after you press RETURN), the parts

of the computer look like this:

REIVDY
LET A----St1

Ai

0
131

21

5,911

WAIT

RorJ

Afir this, command has been executed, the parts of the computer look like

th;s:

R e h-Di

3 A

WAIT

Run!

7

WHEN YOU FINISH THIS PROBLEM GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.

YOU MAY NOT SKIP AHEAD OR GO BACK TO PREVIOUS PAGES.


